Sophie is so distracted while picking buttercups and thinking about paint colors that she falls into a hole!
Can you help Owen find his way to rescue her?
It's recess and everyone wants to jump rope. But the animals seem to have forgotten how to spell their names for the jump rope game! Can you unscramble the names?

IETHAT ___________________________ (frog)
SNOITWN ____________________________ (mouse)
OPSHIE ____________________________ (mouse)
NWEO ________________________________ (snake)
BNE _________________________________ (rabbit)
COALLMM ___________________________ (mole)
MJSAE _______________________________ (rabbit)
DELYI ___________________________________ (frog)
IEELL ___________________________________________ (squirrel)

ANSWERS: Hattie; Winston; Sophie; Owen; Ben; Malcolm; James; Lydie; Ellie.
Sophie Mouse lives in Pine Needle Grove, a small village in Silverlake Forest. Color in the places below. Then cut them out and create a map of how you imagine Pine Needle Grove to be. You can use it to follow along with Sophie’s adventures as you read!
Sophie has made a beautiful picture of her friends playing together on the school playground. There’s just one problem…it’s missing color!

Color in Sophie’s picture using as many beautiful colors as you want to make it stand out!